Science Fair Presentation
*Tips to remember*
A) Speak loudly and clearly!
B) Look at the audience when you speak.
C) Stand up straight.
D) Use your board as an explanation tool.
E) DO NOT READ DIRECTLY FROM THE BOARD OR NOTECARDS!
*Things to Discuss and Questions to Answer*
1) Say Title
2) Explain in one sentence why you chose this project and how the answer to the question will benefit the world.
3) State your IV, DV, Constants, Control Group and Experimental Groups.
4) State you hypothesis: What do you think will happen and why?
5) Using your board pictures, explain how you tested your project. This would be the time to show and explain anything that you
made/built for the project.
6) Showing your graphs, explain what your results were. You can just state the averages, if you calculated those. Give a one to two
sentence explanation of what happened. Be sure to include actual data numbers.
7) Explain why you got the results that you did. Was your hypothesis correct? Why or why not? Connect your research to the
explanation. Were there any problems? If so, what were they and how did you fix them? If you had to do the project again next year,
how would you make it better?
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